Cloud Security Assessment

Grow with confidence
knowing your platform
is secure and compliant.
Your cloud journey is underway but as your business
grows, are you confident your current environment is
optimised for security and support, at greater scale?

83%

of enterprises
indicate security
is a challenge.

79%

of organisations
say governance
is a concern.

Accelerate your cloud journey with peace-of-mind.
As cyber threats evolve and your business grows, your environment must adapt. Our cloud security
assessment provides those customers who already have some cloud workloads, with the confidence
to expand their use of Microsoft Azure by making sure it’s secure and compliant.

Environment analysis
We conduct a thorough analysis of your environment and existing applications to
determine the potential risks and security issues, so you’re ready for the next step.

Security roadmap
We determine the right roadmap and strategy, so you can avoid the roadblocks
and risks in optimising your environment for security and compliance.

Business requirements
We provide you with an indication of the level commitment and investment
required to achieve your objectives with an upfront estimation of the costs.

Fast. Trusted.

Comprehensive
We cover all bases to keep you
secure and compliant.

Comprehensive.

Networks
Configurations of networks
and connectivity.

Our tried and tested approach is
delivered at speed and covers all
aspects of your environment.

Platform
Security improvements and
recommendations.
Applications

Fast

Trusted

2 weeks

100+

Security and availability of app
architecture and design.

is the usual
time it takes
for completion.

is the number
of assessments
conducted.

Governance
Guidelines for consistency in
the deployed landscape.

Part of your journey towards transformation at scale.
The cloud security assessment is just part of our three-step approach to helps
you plan execute a continually optimise a successful cloud strategy.

Step 1: Align

Step 2: Transform

Step 3: Scale

You are here!

The next step

For the future

Create a blueprint to get you
ready for the next stage in your
cloud journey.

Implement a Production
Ready Cloud and
migrate workloads.

Continually innovate
at scale with
managed services.
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Cloud readiness assessment
Cloud security assessment

Platform implementation
Workload migration

Ready to grow with confidence?
Let’s get started.
Speak to one of the team today and let us help you move to the
next stage of your cloud journey, so you can grow with confidence.

Contact us »

globalmarketing@logicalis.com
www.logicalis.com

Ongoing innovation
Managed services

You’re in
safe hands

